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Item
Product name

Measurement target

Gas sensor

Suction

Suction volume

Pump life
Use temperature 

range
Size

Weight

Communication distance

Communication standard

LIMOS

Odor gases

Metal oxide semiconductor gas sensor

Small diaghragm pump

800ml/min

10,000 hours

0 ～ 40℃

W400×H300×D150mm（Excluding protrusions）

7kg

Outdoor ; 300m~1km
LoRa

Cordless extension unit

www.karumoa.co. jp

Real-t ime display function
Handset individual  data display function
Graph display function
Alarm display /  alarm mail  transmission function
Form function (CSV output)
Setting function
（Threshold sett ing/Temperature ,humidity 
compensation
 type sett ing/Odor concentration conversion 
formula sett ing/
Email  sett ings/Sensor name sett ing/Graph 
vertical  upper l imit  sett ing)

Master  unit

AC 100V

W190×H110×D50mm

450g

Item

Battery

Weight

Function

Size

【販売元】 【SALES AGENT】

2-9-5 Shinkawa Cho-ku TOKYO JAPAN
104-0033
T E L：+81-3-5540-5851
FAX：+81-3-5540-5852
https://www.karumoa.co. jp

CAUTION
There is  a  possibi l iety that  you can not measure correctly
in case of  including l ike the fol lowing;

 Ozon, NOx, SOx

Maintenance of the pump and sensor element is required after the

usage time is about 9000 hours.When the maintenance time is approaching, 

the "M" mark will light up on the display to let you know when it is needed.

Periodic maintenance

PROHIBITION

Hydrogen chloride, Acetone, Sulfur dioxide, Coal-tar,

Silicon, Chlorine, Flurocarbon gas, Sulfuric acid mist,

Hydrochloric acid mist, Oil mist and so on.

There is  a  possibi l i ty  that  the sensor element wil l
deterioration i f  measure a substance l ike the fol lowing;

Wireless method

Communication distance

Radio  f requency

        Cordless  extension unit（Antenna unit）

LoRa（Private）

Outdoor About 300m ～ 1km（Depends on the environment）

920MHz

※Please secure a power supply of 1A or more at the time of installation.

It will be passed to the breaker terminal.Please prepare the wiring to the power supply section.

Input power supply

Output power supply

 Cordless  extension unit（Power supply unit）

AC100V

DC12V　4A

Fixed-point
Odor observation system

Odor sensor  K AGUROBO series

Karumoa Co. ,Ltd.

Item

Wireless methodWireless method

Item

GL
＋2.4ｍ

GL
＋１.9ｍ

GL
＋１.２ｍ

GL

0.06φ（50A）
※1Stance pole

※1 Stance pole is  charged separately.
※2 Concrete foundation work,  power supply work,  equipment
 instal lat ion,  and other items not mentioned are charged separately.  

M10

LIMOS intallation image

Antenna unit

Detector unit

Power supply unit

Anchor bolt

Suction nozzle

Power cable

Stance base 0.25m square

※2 Concrete foundation



Fixed-point odor observation system for professional use
Made by an odor control expert

Odor sensor  K AGUROBO series

Odor can be measured without going to the site.Fixed point installation type odor sensor.

Centralized management of odor data

By arranging sensors in multiple locations, this product can centrally manage 
odor fluctuations in business establishments such as factories.
Real-time monitoring is possible 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
It also has an alert function, which can be used for risk management of 
odor problems.

Communication distance is from 300m to maximum 1km

Communication is possible up to a distance of about 300 to 500 m in places
 with many buildings such as factories and facilities, 
and about 1 km in places with good visibility with few obstacles.
With LIMOS, you can save yourself the trouble of checking the odor at the place 
where the odor is generated each time.

Smell detector (slave unit, up to 8 units can be connected)

 Master Unit

LIMOS LIMOS LIMOS LIMOS

Internet connection 
via Wi-Fi / wired LAN Receive alarm mail 

(Internet required)

Management side

Odor measurement side

If you do not use the alarm 
mail function, you do not need 
an internet connection.

Private Lora radio

LIMOS LIMOS LIMOS LIMOS
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Case2:Livestock farm

Typical functions
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臭気濃度
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名前　　　  正門右

通信感度　　●●●〇

温度  ２７℃

湿度  ４６％
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Case1:Food factory
The livestock farm was complaining about 
the stinks from large pig farms and 
composting facilities.
LIMOS was introduced for routine odor 
control and monitoring.
LIMOS continues to show its corporate 
stance to the local residents by constantly 
and automatically measuring and 
monitoring the odor leaking from the 
factory.

At this food factory, the odor generated 
from the wastewater treatment plant of 
the factory was complaining. As a first 
step in combating bad odors, this factory 
has introduced LIMOS and started 
checking the status of odor generation.
Presenting the company's attitude toward 
problem solving and managing the odor 
generation situation of the vast factory 
from the office has reduced the 
man-hours of daily measurement work.

Temperature / humidity correction
Due to the characteristics of conventional odor sensors, 
unintended measurement results may occur due to the 
effects of environmental temperature.LIMOS is equipped 
with a temperature compensation function to reduce 
environmental factors as much as possible.
Reduces measurement abnormalities.

Can be connected to up to 8 detectors
Eight units can be connected to one master unit (receiver) as
standard.You can consider various installation methods, 
such as installing in a well-balanced manner in all directions, 
or installing in a locationwhere complaints are likely to occur.

Alert display / email function
If the threshold value set arbitrarily is exceeded, 
an alert will be displayed on the master unit.
You can also receive alert contents by e-mail 
by connecting to the Internet.
※It is necessary to set the SMTP Server address and Port No.

No special software is required.It can be used without being affected 
by OS updates.
Since the data can be output as a csv file, you can download the data
and use it yourself by using a USB media or the like.

No need for dedicated software / CSV output

Solving odor problems 
with this usage

7inch touch panel dedicated 
management PC (master unit)

LIMOS

LIMOS

Simple System configuration diagram Easy to use

※The screen is an image under development and is different from the actual product.
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▲Real-time graph display screen

▲Sensor individual display screen

Equipped with a calibration curve function to display the measured 
value as an approximate value of odor concentration / exponent.
This makes it possible to manage the odor concentration / index 
(converted value) on the master unit.
※Creating an odor concentration conversion formula is a separate option.

Odor concentration/Odor index conversion function

To install it on the boundary of the site and 
monitor the leakage of odor to the outside of the factory.

 To digitize odor fluctuations 
toward the realization of low carbon

To automate odor measurement
 and reduce costs
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